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  Protecting brands























  
  









  Knijff Trademark Attorneys is the leading international trademark firm in the Netherlands, protecting intellectual property for over 10,000 clients worldwide. With over 30 years of experience and more than 70 employees, we help high-profile companies with renowned brands as well as scale-ups and small and medium sized business to protect their identity and originality.























  
  









    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  Client cases























  
  









  We value our clients. We are proud to be working for high-profile clients and leading brands: strengthening and solidifying their trademarks.
Do you want to know what we do for our clients? Just check the interesting client cases of Febo, Church & Dwight and Hooverphonic or all other client cases.  
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                Rihanna's Instagram post throws a spanner in the works: Puma’s 'Creeper' shoe is no longer a design registration
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                Puma registered the design of its Creeper shoe in 2016 with a view to obtaining the exclusive rights to it. J van Hilst (HJVH) scuppered their plans by filing a revocation action claiming that the Creeper shoe did not meet the novelty requirement because Rihanna had worn an identical design in an Instagram photo taken a year earlier. By law, any design application must be both novel and must differ in overall impression from other designs in the market. The novelty requirement stipulates that the design, or a closely similar one, must not have been made public on the date of the application
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                Butchers and meat suppliers already had plenty on their minds as a result of people eating less meat, but the producers of vegetarian meat alternatives are now also using meat-related names for their products. Surely this is misleading? Trademark law states that distinctive product names filed as trademarks may not be misleading. For example, the Benelux trademark authority rejected an application for CHICKEN TONIGHT, as it considered its use for non-chicken-related meat to be misleading.  
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                There was a time in the European Union when all you had to do to register a descriptive word as a trademark was to add a minimal graphic element, but those days are long gone. Nowadays, the more descriptive a word, the stronger the graphic element must be; using a simple font or basic shape alone is insufficient to provide the necessary distinctiveness to a descriptive word. 
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   10 pitfalls when registering a trademark
Filing a trademark seems simple, but if you want maximum trademark protection, it is the work of experts. Avoid common mistakes, read more about this in this whitepaper.
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  More info on brand protection? 























  
  









  We have various brochures packed with practical information about brand protection. Read now about trademark use, trademark infringement or what exactly a strong trademark is. The brochures can be downloaded in our Thinktank.
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